
 

 

Year12-English-Burial Rites-Lochlann Trinh- A+ 

Agnes Authored Her Own Fate. Discuss 
 
Hannah Kent's speculative fiction novel, Burial Rites, depicts a harsh, unforgiving Iceland which, at all 
layers of society, restricted Agnes from ever escaping her painful pauper life. Kent establishes a 
sense that almost everyone around her only wanted to bring her down, effectively cementing her 
place in society. Whether this came from men limiting her social mobility, or the authorities sealing 
her fate through a corrupt legal system condemning her to execution, Agnes had her life written by 
those around her, never having opportunity to alter her fate.  
 
Kent criticises the ultimate power the authorities of 17th Century Iceland had to unassailably dictate 
the law. She makes it clear than Blondal and the authorities of Denmark manipulated the 
circumstances surrounding Agnes's execution for political and personal gain. The fact that he 
'summon[ed] as many men from the neighbouring farms… [who] are obligated to attend' the 
execution 'upon a hill at some place' establishes the underlying need Blondal has for all 'to witness 
the consequences for a grave misdemeanour', essentially intimidating the community into 
conforming, which reveals the personal gain Blondal can get out of the execution. Despite this 
manipulation of events, when Toti accuses Blondal of only trying to 'make an example of her', he 
covers his motivations as Godly, as he is 'deliver[ing] God's justice'. Given the deeply theocratic 
society of 17th Century Iceland, the fact that Blondal can quote God as his reasoning establishes his 
ultimate power to dictate law, which highlights that if Blondal wanted Agnes dead, it was certain to 
happen. During this encounter with Toti, he repeats of the phrase 'I am of the opinion' that Agnes 
was the mastermind behind the Illugastadir murders, with the word 'opinion' connoting that he is 
unsure of the facts. Therefore, since Blondal's word becomes law in Hunavatn, Kent contends that 
because Blondal had cause to want Agnes dead, her guilt or innocence was irrelevant to her 
conviction, hence she could not have avoided her fate of execution. 
 

The community of Iceland, from Agnes's birth, believed her to be guilty, based on rumour and 
gossip. However, these rumours were always false, as while they were based on mistakes Agnes 
made, they were amplified and blown out of proportion by the community. Roslin acts as the 
embodiment of the community's collective opinion, and her gossiping with Margaret exposes the 
lies she has received and spread. Dramatic irony, caused by the reader (and perhaps Margaret) being 
aware that Agnes was not so malicious as Roslin's claims that she was 'the worst of the three' and 
'stabbed Natan eighteen times' exposes that Roslin is entirely unaware of the accurate situation. 
Then, her remark that 'Osk is a terrible gossip' show that she has no self-awareness, and will be 
unable to realise the falsehood of her own slanderous claims. This delusion, combined with Roslin's 
confusion as to 'what was her name again?' symbolise society's nature to superimpose their 
personal opinions onto others, without any actual knowledge or facts on the matter. Hence, Kent 
makes it clear that Agnes could not have escaped the defamatory claims made against her within the 
community. While such gossiping is superficially harmless, the opinion the community holds of 
Agnes does manifest in the court proceedings which condemned her to execution. The way Agnes 
was treated demonstrates that 'how other people think of you determines who you are', as her false 
branding as a 'witch caught in the web of her fateful weaving' implies that she brought her 
predicament upon her own will, which restricts her from proving people wrong since she can never 
gain their sympathy. Hence, 'they [Blondal and the officials] plucked at [her] words like birds', as 
they had such a firm predisposition that she was 'already a dead woman', meaning her testimony 
became worthless and she could never defend herself. This exemplifies the idea that rumour can 
feed into and catalyse the aforementioned ultimate power the authorities had to dictate Agnes's 
fate, as the authorities could easily get away with executing Agnes with little recourse, as the 



 

 

community was already in support of it. So while Agnes did make mistakes in her life, the news of 
them was contorted in such a way that unjustly tarnished her reputation, and ultimately wrote her 
fate for her. 
 
Due to constant abuse from a society determined to disparage and deprecate Agnes, she was never 
able to improve her societal standing. Through Kent's depiction of her valiant, yet futile attempts to 
'better herself', we sympathise with her poor position in society as a female pauper, and share 
Kent's view that society gave her no opportunity for social mobility. As a woman in the patriarchal 
17th Century Icelandic society, Agnes, even as a child, had her foster father who 'didn't like [her] 
reading… and was not adverse to whipping the learning out of [her]', representative of the insecurity 
men had about a woman ever improving her knowledge, as they saw it as a threat to their power. 
The violence associating with such 'whipping' implies an attempt to condition Agnes, and reinforce 
her not to seek knowledge as a result of this, demonstrating the systematic disempowerment of 
women of the time. While Agnes' subsequent seek for knowledge through Natan was frowned upon 
by the 17th Century society, who thought '[she's] too smart, too knowing' as 'a thinking woman 
cannot be trusted', a modern reader would rationalise her education as the best way to escape 
poverty. Therefore, Natan telling Agnes 'you don't belong in this valley… you're different', especially 
when juxtaposed with the aforementioned societal stigma around a 'knowing woman' acts as the 
only time in Agnes' life she has been noticed and appreciated for her defiant, yet progressive nature.  
As a result of Natan's appreciation of her, Agnes' reaction, becoming 'dizzy with pleasure' and having 
a 'hunger so deep, so capable of driving [her] into the night' paints her senses as being enveloped by 
a desperate hope she will find belonging and acceptance with him, highlighting the deprivation of 
compassion she has endured from the rest of society. This bright streak in Agnes' bleak life then 
heightens the tragedy of Natan's manipulation of Agnes, as we see all this hope being ripped away 
from her. Since her primary motivation for moving to Illugastadir was for the job as housemistress, 
Natan's betrayal of her ambition to 'better herself' by appointing the role of Sigga instead, as he 
'knew it would embarrass Agnes' as his way to 'toy with her' demonstrates how men were able to 
easily dictate the direction of women's lives. Hence, we again sympathise for Agnes, and share her 
sense of injustice, as she loses an opportunity to improve her social standing as is left helpless, 
trapped in an abusive and manipulative relationship with Natan. Kent disapproves of the fate of 
women 'left to the mercy of men' in control of them, 'whether they had any or not', whilst 
suggesting the greater society gave little opportunity for women to become autonomous from men. 
Therefore, Kent conveys a sense of hopelessness to Agnes' past, as at every step of her life, the 
strict, unforgiving society of Iceland strangled her social mobility.  
 


